Twitter is integral to many people's lives for news, entertainment, and communication. While people increasingly post images to Twitter, a large majority of images remain inaccessible to people with vision impairments due to a lack of image descriptions (i.e. alternative text). We present Twitter A11y (pronounced ally), a browser extension to make images accessible through a set of strategies tailored to the platform. For example, screenshots of text that exceed the Twitter character limit are common, so we detect textual images, and automatically add alternative text using optical character recognition. Tweet images apart from screenshots and link previews receive descriptions from crowd workers. Based on an evaluation of the timelines of 50 self-identified blind Twitter users, Twitter A11y increases automatic alt text coverage from 2.6% to 25.6%, before crowdsourcing the remaining images.
INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK
Twitter has been a popular platform for people with vision impairments because screen reader software supported its original simple text interface [12] . However, people increasingly post images to social media platforms [8] , and an overwhelming majority of these images remain inaccessible. For instance, only 0.1% of images on Twitter include alternative text, despite Twitter providing the option to add alternative text [5] .
As the lack of alternative text is a perennial problem on the web, prior work obtains alternative text for web images by creating new alt text using computer vision and crowdsourcing, or by retrieving existing alt text posted elsewhere. While computer vision approaches such as Microsoft Seeing AI [10] and Facebook's automated alt text [13] efficiently create a large quantity of images descriptions, the generated alt text remains simplistic and less trustworthy than human descriptions [9] . On the other hand, prior crowdsourcing approaches [4, 12] * First and second authors contributed equally. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). generate high-quality alt text for images but are expensive at social media scale. Caption Crawler instead retrieves existing alt text by searching for prior instances of the same image posted elsewhere with alt text [8] . While Caption Crawler succeeds on traditional sites, this method often fails on social media sites where users post original images and recent images not yet indexed by search engines. Similarly, WebInSight [1] retrieves alt text for traditional webpage images through a variety of techniques, but the primary automatic technique relies on closely related HTML tags (e.g., captions, titles of linked pages) that typically do not describe Twitter images.
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To provide high-quality descriptions for images on Twitter, we present Twitter A11y, an end-to-end system that displays, generates and retrieves alt text for images. Twitter A11y automatically provides alt text for frequent classes of Twitter images (e.g., text-based screenshots and external link previews), and generates descriptions for remaining images using crowdsourcing. Twitter A11y's browser extension then loads the alt text for images as a user scrolls through Twitter.
We performed a preliminary evaluation of 50 blind Twitter user's timelines. Of 5,000 images collected, 1,119 contained media (images, external link previews). By scraping websites through external links and using optical character recognition, Twitter A11y increased the automatic alt text coverage from 2.6% to 25.6%. We evaluated crowdsourcing as an additional method, finding that 69% of the resulting descriptions were high-quality (as defined in [5] ). views, and text-based screenshots, and chose a suitable method to generate alt text to insert back into the tweet HTML.
Requesting alternative text
As a user browses Twitter, the Chrome extension (Figure 2 , red) parses through the user's timeline tweets. For each tweet that contains at least one image, the extension extracts the image URL, any existing alt text, and context of the tweet (e.g., tweet ID, user ID, tweet text). If the tweet contains a clickable link to an external website, the extension also records the linked URL. With each new image URL extracted, the extension sends a request to the server that categorizes the image for alt text retrieval or generation.
Obtaining alternative text
The Flask [11] server receives tweet data with image URLs that need alt text added or revised and uses three methods as applicable to fetch the alt text descriptions.
External link previews. Sites such as news organizations share external articles on Twitter that contain described images but do not include alt text for the preview images that appear in such tweets. To address external link preview images ( Figure 1B) , the system parses the page at the given external URL to extract all images. We compare the color histogram of the tweet preview image with the color histograms for all images in the external page (~3-10 images total for news articles), and record any alt text for the closest matching image.
Text-based screenshot. Many tweets feature screenshots of text (e.g., text that exceeds the Twitter character limit, text messages, screenshots of tweets). We determine if an image tweet depicts primarily text ( Figure 1C ) using whole-image labeling via the Google Cloud Vision API [7] . If the confidence of the "text" label exceeds 0.8, we record the resulting OCR text (also via Google Cloud Vision API) as the alt text. We selected the threshold of 0.8 empirically to achieve high-precision (lower recall) such that users are unlikely to receive inaccurate alt text.
All other images. For remaining images not handled by the prior two methods, we post a crowd task ($0.35 per image or around $10 per hour) to obtain image descriptions on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The task asks workers to generate image alt text using the guidelines proposed by Salisbury et al. [12] . Crowdsourcing carries the benefit that humans may be able to best describe characteristics such as humor that automatic methods miss.
Displaying alternative text
From the server, the extension receives either the corresponding existing alt text in the database, newly generated alt text, or the status of an uncompleted alt text description. The extension dynamically inserts the description into the alt text tag for the image. A screen reader can then read the newly generated alt text for an image when it focuses on the tweet. While automatically-generated alt text appears soon after viewing, crowd-generated alt text takes longer (on the scale of minutes) such that the user could view the text upon re-visiting the tweet (e.g., by scrolling back in their timeline, or revisiting a user's page where the tweet appeared).
PRELIMINARY EVALUATION
We evaluated Twitter A11y by recreating the timelines of selfidentified blind users. We collected 100 tweets that would be included in the timelines of each of 50 users who stated they were blind in their profile description (5,000 total tweets). Of this sample, 161 (3%) contained links to external sites with image previews, and 958 (19%) tweets contained other images. We then used the described strategies and rated the quality of the resulting descriptions. Using Gleason et. al.'s method [5] , we rated a description as high quality if they described some or most of the image, and we rated a description as low quality if it was irrelevant or only somewhat relevant to the image.
Link following: Of the 161 external link previews, 18 (11%) already contained alt text. The link following strategy added an additional 64 descriptions (44%). Upon rating, only 15% of the alt text collected from the external site was high-quality. This method can be improved by adding a threshold to determine if a match is correct, instead of the closest match.
Optical character recognition: Of the 958 tweets containing at least one image, only 12 (0.01%) already contained alt text. The OCR strategy added alt text to 193 (20%), with 156 (81%) being high-quality that described most or all of the image.
Crowdsourcing: This left 753 images remaining without alt text. We selected a subset of 100 to crowdsource and rate for quality. We found that 69 were high-quality and 31 were low quality. Low-quality descriptions were typically subjective comments about the image that did not describe it or unrelated paragraphs copied from reverse image search results.
CONCLUSION
We present Twitter A11y, a system to increase the low accessibility of images on Twitter by combining multiple strategies tailored to the style of images on the platform. While we selected our automatic methods to be high-precision, we aim to expand this work to achieve higher coverage of automated alt text by adding new strategies. For instance, memes can be described in richer detail using prepared templates and OCR [6] . While paid crowdsourcing is a common approach, we also want to evaluate social micro-volunteering [2] and friendsourcing [3] as alternate methods. We plan to deploy and iteratively refine Twitter A11y's interface and crowdsourcing strategy to ensure real-time, high-quality descriptions.
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